HAVE FUN FOR EFFECTIVE TEACHING
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Nowadays, most of the students felt the same feelings about the constant scenario inside the classroom. They perceive boredom upon discussion or the lesson proper especially when the teacher delivers the lesson too seriously. Some don't give attention to the lesson, some will just sleep inside the class, some have their own business despite the different negative effects of it with their grades. These might also affect the ambiance and aura of the room. And the worst, teachers will also be affected with it which might lead to end the discussion because what they think is that nobody wanted to hear his/her lesson. To counter these views, there are ways for having an effective teaching. With my observation and own experiences upon teaching, students prefer discussion with fun, jokes or twists. Put some quotes or "hugot" within discussion can pull the trigger of the students and can turn the lame, passive and boring discussion into an active, lively, healthy and effective discussion because these are the hottest topic nowadays in which Millennials can relate to. But to be more effective, make sure that the discussion will not be out of the topic. Teaching not only deals about work, but it is also a passion. It is not about forcing students to read the whole lesson inside books, but it is to teach students lessons that are memorable for them.
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